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Abstract 
For a finite set of points spanning a projective space of dimension r sufficient conditions for 
the property (Ne,k) are established. Then we restrict ourselves to consider a set X of r + 3 points. 
The graded Betti numbers of X depend on the configuration of the points and are determined in 
many cases. In particular, we describe precisely how long the minimal free resolution of X is 
linear and we give a lower bound for the number of possible different minimal free resolutions 
of such X. 
1. Introduction 
Recently there is a growing interest in studying the interplay between geometrical 
properties of a finite set X of (simple) points in projective r-space and its Betti numbers 
in the minimal free resolution of the coordinate ring of X [ 1,4,5,7]. A first approach to 
this problem is the investigation of the property (Ne,k) stating the vanishing of certain 
graded Betti numbers which was introduced in [4] and [ 31, respectively. In Section 2 
we show sufficient conditions for this property generalizing previous work in [ 1,3,4,7]. 
Our result implies, for example, the following: 
Corollary. Let X C_ IP’ be a set of points spanning P’. Assume that X contains a subset 
X1 of r points spanning a hyperplane not containing any other point of X. If the union 
of X \ X1 and any point of X1 imposes independent conditions on forms of degree e then 
X is cut out (ideal-theoretically) by forms of degree 5 e + 1. 
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The interplay between geometrical properties of X and its Betti numbers is well 
understood in the case of r + 2 points spanning P’ [7]. In Sections 3 and 4 we try 
to extend this result to sets of r + 3 points spanning P’. For the rest of this section 
let X C P’ = I& be such a set of r + 3 simple points and let I(X) be the defining 
ideal of X in the polynomial ring R = K [ x0, . . . , x,] over the field K. The minimal free 
resolution of X has the shape 
0 --+ R( -r - 3)cr @ R( -r - 2)br @ R( -r - l)“r - . . . 
---+ R(-4)“’ ~9 R( -3)b1 @ R(-2)” - R - R/Z(X) - 0. 
The integers ai, bi, ci > 0 are said to be the graded Betti numbers of X. Our first result 
on the resolution of X describes how long the resolution is linear. For it we have to 
introduce the numbers 
p = min{t E N 1 t + 3 points of X span a linear subspace of dimension t}, 
q = min{ t E W 1 t + 2 points of X span a linear subspace of dimension t}. 
Based on the techniques of Section 2 we obtain the following: 
Theorem 1.1. Let r > 2. Then: 
(i) c~=Oforalli=l,...,rifandonlyifp>l. 
(ii) Let1~i~randp>1.Thenb~=OifandonZyifi<min{p-1,q}. 
This result is much more precise than the assertion of the Green-Lazarsfeld conjecture 
for r + 3 points [ 41 which was proved in [ 21. For example, our result implies that the 
defining ideal of X is generated by quadrics iff no three points of X lie on a line and 
no five points of X lie on a plane. 
In order to describe more Betti numbers we have to distinguish two cases. Let Y C X 
be a subset such that IY] = p + 3 and Y spans a linear subspace of dimension p. Note 
that Y is uniquely determined (cf. Lemma 3.1). Let Z c X be a subset of q + 2 
points such that Z spans a linear subspace of dimension q. Note that 2 is in general 
not uniquely determined by X and q (cf. Remark 3.2). It turns out that 2 C Y (cf. 
Lemma 3.1) . We say that X is in generic (p, q) -position if Y \ Z spans a linear subspace 
of dimension p - q and in non-generic (p, q)-position otherwise. Then, if we denote the 
Hilbert function of X by hx and use for binomial coefficients the conventions (i) = 1 
and (i) = 0 if b < 0 or b > a, we have the following: 
Theorem 1.2. (i) The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) hx(2) =r+2. 
(b) p = 1. 
(c) Ci = (;I:), bi = 0, CZ~ = i(;z:) - (71:) for uZZ i = 1,. . . , r. 
(ii) The three conditions hx(2) = r + 3, p > 1 and ci = 0 for all i = 1,. . . , r are 
equivalent. Moreover, we have in this situation: 
(a) Zf X is in generic (p, q) -position then we get for all i = 1, . . . , r: 
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(b) 
cc> 
Equalityholdsifl <i<q, 1 <i<p-q,i=r-lori=r.Moreover,forany 
q, p with 1 5 q 5 p 5 r there are sets of r + 3 points in generic (p, q) -position 
such that we have equality above for all i = 1,. . . , r. 
If X is in non-generic (p, q) -position we have 1 5 q 5 (p - 1) /2 and for all 
i= l,...,r: 
For all i = 0,. . , , r - 1 it holds if we define bo = 0 
The theorems will be proved in Sections 3 and 4 where also more precise statements 
are given. It turns out that we can describe all possible minimal resolutions with the 
concept of generic and non-generic (p, q)-position if 1 5 r 5 3. This recovers Proposi- 
tions 3.6 and 3.7 of [ 11. If r = 4 this strategy fails. The Betti number b2 can be 1 or 2 
if X C p is in generic (4,2)-position. This depends on the uniqueness of the subset Z 
(cf. Example 4.8). 
Theorem 1.2 implies that for r + 3 points spanning a projective r-space at least 
(;) + [(r - 2)/2J . L(r - 3)/2j + 1 d ff i erent minimal free resolutions with respect to 
the graded Betti numbers are possible (cf. Remark 4.7). Recall that for r + 2 points 
spanning a projective r-space exactly r different resolutions are possible [ 71. 
Note that our results improve the information on the minimal free resolution of r + 3 
points in P’ obtained in [2] considerably. 
2. Sufficient conditions for the property (Neqk) 
We keep the notations of the introduction. For a set X C P’ of simple points we denote 
by 1x1 the cardinality of X. The coordinate points ( l,O, . . . ,O), . . . , (0,. . . ,O, 1) of P’ 
aredenotedby Po,...,P,. 
If M = eiGz Mi is a graded R-module we often write [M] i instead of Mi and denote 
by M(j) the graded R-module with [M(j)] i = [M] i+j. 
Let 1x1 1 2. We may assume PO E X and put X’ = X \ {PO}. Then we have 
Z(X’)/Z(X) = (Z(X’) +Z(Po))/Z(Po) = R/Z(Po)(-t) 
for some integer t. Hence we find a form FpO E [ Rlt vanishing on X’ but PO and we 
get an exact sequence 
0 - R/Z(Po)(-t) &?/Z(X) - R/Z(X’) -0, (1) 
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where c,D’( 1) = FpO, the residue class of FpO in R/Z(X) . The induced long exact sequence 
in degree j + t reads as follows (j 2 1) : 
[To$(R/~(h),Wlj ~[Tor~(R/z(X),K)lj+,~[Torp(R/Z(X’),K)lj+, 
--,[TorjR_1(R/Z(Po),K)lj. (2) 
Since the Koszul complex of R with respect to the regular sequence {~a,. . . ,xr} 
provides a minimal free resolution of K as R-module we have [Tori” ( R/Z (X) , K) ] j+t C’ 
ker fij/ Im aj where aj, pj are maps in the KOSZU~ complex 
j+l 
l\[Rld-j - 1) @ [R/I(Wl,-1 
~~lRll(--j) @ [R/I(X)lt~ 
j-l 
l\[Rl1(-j+ 1) @ [R/I(X)lt+l. 
Lemma 2.1. With the above notations we have for 1 5 j 5 r, 
qj =O iff Xi, A”’ Ax~,@F~,EIm(Yj foraZl{il,..., ij}C{l,..., r}. 
Before proving this result we introduce for short the following notations: 
[Rll(-3 and 
XI = Xi, A ’ ’ 'AXij C/i if Z = {il,. . . ,ij}. 
Proof. From the above exact sequence ( 1) we get a commutative diagram 
.i-1 j-l 
A @[R/Z(Po)]l - /j @[R/Z(X)lr+l 
Thus we get that [Tor/R( R/Z( PO), K]j g ker yj is the K vector space spanned by XI @ 1 
where (I] = j and Z C { 1, . . . , r}. Moreover, qj is induced by p; where p; (xl @I 1) = 
nl@~‘(l)=x[@‘p,. 0 
We now recall the definition of the property ( Ne,k) which was introduced in [4] 
and [ 31, respectively (cf. also [ 71). Let e, k be integers where e 1 1, k 2 0. Then X C 
IP” is said to be having property ( Ne,k) if hx(e) = 1x1 and [Torf( R/Z(X), K)]i+e = 0 
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for all i with 1 5 i 5 k. It is well known that X satisfies (Ne,k) iff hx(e) = 1x1 and 
]To$(R/Z(X),K)],+k= 0. Moreover, X has property (N,,,) iff hx( e - 1) = IX]. 
Theorem 2.2. Let s, k, e integers with 1 < k < r and e > 2. Let X C P’ be a set of 
s + r - k points spanning P’. Consider the following conditions for i = 1,2: 
(at ) There is a subset X1 C X of r points spanning a hypelplane not containing any 
other point of X. 
(az) There is a subset X2 C X of r + 1 points spanning P’ and hx( e) = [XI. 
(bi) Any subset Y 2 X of s points containing X \ Xi satisjies hy (e - 1) = s. 
Then, if X satisJes (ai) and (bi) f or some i E { 1,2}, X has property ( Ne,k). 
Proof. If i = 2 our statement is the Main Lemma 1.5 of [ 71. Let i = 1. We denote by 
H c B’ the hyperplane spanned by XI. Then we get from [ 6, Lemma 1.7 ( 1) 1, 
Me) L hxde) + hx\(xne)(e - 1) 
= h,(e) + hx\x,(e - 1) 
=r+lX\XlI by (al> and (bl) 
= [XI. 
Thus we have proved hx( e) = 1x1. It remains to show [ Torf (R/Z( X) , K) ] k+e = 0. We 
prove this by induction on s. Since X spans P’ we have s > k. If s = k + 1 we get 
hx( 1) = 1x1. Thus X satisfies even ( Nz,~). Let s > k+ 1. Changing coordinates suitably 
we may assume PO E X and XI = {PI, . . . , Pr}. We put X’ = X \ {Pa}. Then IX’1 > r 
and therefore X’ g X1. Hence X’ spans P’ in view of condition (at ) and we may apply 
the induction hypothesis to X’, thus 
[To&R/W’),~)lk+e = 0. (3) 
Since hx(e) = 1x1 we have Z(X’)/Z(X) 2 R/Z(Po)(-t) where t < e. If t < e we 
have an exact sequence 
[To&R/Z(Z’o),X)]k+e--r 
- ]Tor!(R/Z(X),K)]k+e - [Torf(R/Z(X’),K]k+e, 
where the left- and the right-hand side vanish proving the assertion in this case. 
If t = e our assertion is equivalent to $& = 0 according to the exact sequence (2) 
and (3). Hence in view of Lemma 2.1 our assertion is proved without loss of generality 
if we have shown xt A. ’ . A xk @ Pp, E Im ffk where FpO E [ R] e is a form vanishing on 
X’ but PO. 
WeputY={X\Xi}U{Pt,... ,&}. Then IYI = s, PO E Y and by (bi) we have 
hr(e - 1) = IY]. Th us we find a form G E [ RI,_1 vanishing on Y but PO. It follows 
that Gxi vanishes on X for i = 1,. . , k. Therefore we get 
a,(xoAx1 A.. . A Xk @ ??) = X1 A ’ . . A xk @ Gxo, 
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where Gxa has degree e and vanishes on X but PO. Hence 
Remarks. (i) If we put s = (‘+“,-I) our theorem gives with i = 1 Theorem 2.5 of [ 11. 
Note that our generalization of this result is proved with quite different methods. 
(ii) The condition (bt ) is weaker than (bz). However a complete comparison of 
the different assumptions is not clear (to the author) with one exception. If hx( e - 1) = 
1x1 - 1 we have by [7, Theorem 4.31, or [8, Proposition 2.2.2.131, that X has property 
(N,,,_i) iff X satisfies (az) and (b2). 
(iii) The corollary in the Introduction follows from the theorem where k = i = 1. For 
further corollaries of Theorem 2.2 we refer to [ 71. 
3. The property (Nz,~) for r + 3 points in IY 
The aim of this section is to prove Theorem 1.1. 
We keep the notations of the previous sections with one exception. From now on 
X C: P’ denotes always a set of r + 3 points spanning P’. X is said to be in generic 
position if hx( 2) = IX]. A set W c IP” of points is said to be in linearly general position 
if all subsets of W with 5 r + 1 elements are linearly independent. 
First we describe some geometrical properties of X. 
Lemma 3.1. Let X C P’ be a set of r + 3 points spanning IY. Then: 
(i) X is in generic position i# p > 1. 
(ii) For any subset U C X we have: hU( 1) = ]U] - 2 iff Y & U. In particular, Y is 
uniquely determined. 
(iii) Z C Y 
(iv) Assume the existence of a subset W c X of s + 2 points spanning a Ps where 
Z g W Then Y C Z U W 
(v) Assume that X is in generic (r, q) -position. Let W c X be a set of s + 2 points 
spanning a linear space of dimension s < r. Then X\ W is linearly independent. 
Proof. (i) follows from [ 2, Corollary 1.4 and Proposition 1 S] . 
Note that for any two non-empty subsets U, V c X and all t 2 0 we have: 
hrmv(t) I h&t) + hv(t) - h/w(t). (4) 
Since hx( 1) = 1x1 - 2 we have for all subsets V C X: 
b(l) 2 IV1 -2. 
(ii) Let U C X be a subset such that hu( 1) = IUI - 2. Assume Y g U. Then U f? Y 
is properly contained in Y and the minimality of p implies hunr( 1) 2 IU n YI - 1. On 
the other hand (4) and (5) provide for t = 1: 
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a contradiction. Thus we get U c Y. The converse statement is clear. 
(iii) Assuming the contrary we find a point P E Z \ Y. Since (Xl - hx( 1) = 2 = 
I Y I - hy ( 1) we get that P is not contained in the linear span of Z \ {P}. Hence Z \ {P} 
is a set of CJ + 1 points contained in a linear subspace of dimension q - 1 contradicting 
the definition of q. 
(iv) If Y g Z U W we get from (ii) and (5): hz”w(l) 2 IWUZl - 1. Hence (4) 
provides 
hZ”W(l) I ]ZI - 1+ IWI - 1 - (IZ u WI - 1) = IZ f-l WI - 1. 
Since Z g W we have ZnW 4 Z. Thus the minimality of q implies hznw( 1) = IZflWl, 
contradicting the above estimation. 
(v) If Z C_ W we get X\ W C X\Z and the assertion follows because by assumption 
X\ Z is linearly independent. If Z g W we get from (iv) that X = Y = Z U W Let Wn Z 
be empty. Then we get W = X \ Z. This is impossible because by assumption W is not 
linearly independent. If W n Z is not empty we obtain X \ W 4 Z showing the assertion 
since by the minimality of q any proper subset of Z is linearly independent. 0 
Remark 3.2. (i) Let X C P3 be a set of six points spanning P3 such that three points 
of X lie on line and the other three points of X lie on another line. Then Y = X and 
we can take as Z any of the two subsets of 3 points lying on a line. Hence Z is not 
uniquely determined in this case. 
(ii) If Z is not uniquely determined we get from Lemma 3.1 (iv) : 2( q + 2) > p + 3. 
Hence Z c Y is uniquely determined if q < (p - 1) /2. 
Next we will show that all graded Betti numbers of X are determined by the graded 
Betti numbers of Y. We need some more notations. As in the introduction let bi = 
hi(X) =rank[To$(R/Z(X),K)] T+i. Similarlyputbi(Y) =rank[To$(R/Z(Y),K)]z+i. 
By definition Y is contained in a linear subspace Ht n . . . f? H_, % IF’ & IF”. Let 
II,. . , I,_, be the defining linear forms of HI,. . . , H,_, and set S = R/( 11,. . . , lr-p) R. 
Then we denote by bi( Y c IP) the Betti numbers rank[ To<( R/Z( Y) , K) ]z+i of the 
coordinate ring R/Z(Y) G S/Z(Y) S of Y considered as an S-module. Recall our con- 
ventions for binomial coefficients (i) = 1 and (z) = 0 if b < 0 or b > a. 
Lemma 3.3. 
(i) 
r--P 
h(X) = c 
j=O 
(ii) Zf X is not in generic position we have ci = (:I:), bi = 0 and 
ai=i(lI:) - (11:) foralli=l,...,r. 
30 
Proof. By 
hi(Y) 
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induction on r - p we get from [5, Lemma l(ii)]: 
=~(r~p)bi_j(Y~P). 
jdl 
Next we will show by induction on IX \ YI that hi(X) = b,(Y). If X = Y this is clear. 
Let Y 4 X. Then we find a point P E X\Y and put X’ = X\(P). Since hy( 1) = IYI -2 
and hx( 1) = 1x1 - 2 wegeth~~(l)=~X’~-2=h~(l)--1.Thusweobtain 
Z(X’)/Z(X) z R/Z(P)(-I) 
and long exact sequences for all k E Z and all i > 1. 
[T~$W/W’LWIM - [To$(~/WL~)l~ - W$(R/W’M)l~ 
- [T~~~R_I(~/W)X>I~-I. (6) 
If we put k = i + 2 the left- and the right-hand side vanish. It follows 
hi(X) =rank[To$(Z?/Z(X),K)]i+2 =rank[Torf(R/Z(X’),K)]i+2 = bi(X’). 
Since by the induction assumption bi(X’) = hi(Y) the first assertion is shown. 
(ii) If X is not in generic position we have p = 1 by Lemma 3.1 (i). We induct on 
r-p=r-l.Ifr=lwehaveX=YCP’andtheassertionistrivial.Letr>l. 
Applying (i) we get hi(X) = 0 for all i. Using the sequence (6) with k = i + 3 we get 
similarly as in (i) 
r-l 
Ci(X)=Ci(Y)=C ‘J1 
j=O ( ) Ci-j(YCP’)= 
r-l ( > i_l 
Using the additivity of the vector space dimension on exact sequences we get from the 
resolution of X since bi = 0 for all i, if we define c-r = cc = 0: 
j-l 
aj + Cj_2 = C(-l)‘+‘(aj_i + Cj-2-i) 
i=l ( > 
‘T i 
+ (-l)j-ti ((rflfl) -h,(j+l)). 
This allows to compute all aj. 0 
Proposition 3.4. Let X C P’ (r 1 2) be a set of r + 3 points such that no r + 2 points 
of X lie in a hyperplane. Then: 
(i) Zf2<q<rthenbi=Oforalli=l,...,q-1. 
(ii) If Z is unique, i.e., there is only one subset of q + 2 points of X spanning a 
linear space of dimension q, and 1 < q 5 r - 2 then b, = 1. 
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Proof. We may assume X = {PO,. . . , P,., Ql, QT} and PO $ Z. The assumption on X 
is equivalent to p = r > 1. Hence we have by Lemma 3.1 hx( 2) = 1x1 and with 
X’ = X \ {PO} we get Z(X’)/Z(X) z R(Z(Pc)(-2). This induces for j > 1 exact 
sequences 
[To$(~/W’oL~)lj ~[Tor~(R/Z(X),K)lj+2~[Tor~(R/Z(X’),K)l,~+2 
-+[TorjR_,(R/Z(Po),K)]~ =O. 
Since by [7, Theorem 3.31 we have 
bj(X’) = rank[To$(R/Z(X’),K)]j+2 = 
0 ifl<j<q, 
1 ifj=q, 
both assertions are proved if we have shown pj = 0 for all j = 1, . . . , q. Now b,_ r = 0 
impliesbi=Oforalli=l,... , q- 1. Hence we have only to show under the assumption 
of (i) and (ii), respectively, that pj = 0 for j = q - 1 and j = q, respectively. Let j E 
{q - 1, q}. In view of Lemma 2.1 it suffices to show without loss of generality 
where FpO E [ RI2 is a form vanishing on X but PO. To prove this we distinguish two 
cases. 
Case 1: Let PO q! span{ PI, . . . , Pj, Ql, Q;?}. Then there is a linear form I E R such 
that 1 vanishes on PI, . . . , Pj, Ql, Q2 but does not vanish on PO. Thus Xjl vanishes on X 
foralli=l,...,jandweget 
- 
@j(XO A" ’ AXj @l) =X1 A ." AXj @X01, 
where xal E [ R] 2 vanishes on X but PO. Hence xi A . . . A xj @ Fpo E Im ai. 
Case 2: Let PO E span{Pl , . . . ,Pj,Ql,Qz} = L. Clearly we have dimL 5 j + 1. 
Moreover, dim L > j since otherwise the set of j + 3 points {PO, . . . , Pj 9 Ql , Qz} were 
contained in a linear space of dimension j contradicting j < r = p. Hence dim L = j f 1. 
We set M = {PI, . . . ,Pj,Ql,Q;?} and state 
Claim: For all P E M we have PO $ span( (M \ {P}) U {Pr}). 
Proof Assume PO E span( (M \ {P}) U {P,.}) = 15’ for some P E M. As above we 
getdim~‘=j+l.IfL=L’wegetV={Po,P,}UM~L.Since(VI=j+4this 
contradicts j + 1 < r = p. Therefore L n L’ is a linear space of dimension 5 j and 
contains the set W = {PO} U (M \ {P}) of j + 2 points. If j = q - 1 this contradicts 
the minimality of q. If j = q the assumption in (ii) implies W = Z. This is impossible 
because PO E W but PO q! Z. Thus our claim is shown. 
Since the hyperplane defined by xr = 0 cannot contain the r + 2 points PO,. . . , P,_l , 
Ql , Q2 by assumption we may assume x,. (Qr ) = 1. Defining Zi = Xi - Xi (Qi )x, for 
i =O,... , j we get li( Qr ) = 0. The claim guarantees the existence of a linear form 1 
vanishing on PI,. . . , Pj, Q2, P, but PO. Thus 
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CXj(ZO A ” ’ A lj Q9 1) = 11 A. ‘. A lj @i& 
j 
=x1 A... A Xj @ G + C fxi(Q~) . XI-(~) A Xr @Ilo, 
i=l 
where Z = (1,. . . , j} and & vanishes on X but PO. From the claim we get for all 
i = 1,. . ,j that PO 4 span{pt,. . . ,F’-l,Pi+l,. . .t Pj,Pr,Ql,Q2}. thus we obtain as in 
Case 1 that XI__(~) A X, @3 Ilo E Im aj and consequently ~1 A. . . A Xj @ Fp,, E Im Cyj. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. (i) It is well known that X satisfies ( N3,r) iff hx(2) = (XI. 
Hence the assertion follows from Lemma 3.1 (i) . 
(ii) If we consider Y as a subset in its linear span which is isomorphic to Pp we 
may apply Proposition 3.4 to Y. Let 2 5 q < p. Then Proposition 3.4(i) provides 
bi(Y C Pp) = 0 for all i = 1,. . . ,q - 1. Thus Lemma 3.3(i) implies hi(X) = 0 for 
all i = 1,. . . , q - 1. Moreover, we get from [ 9, Corollary 3.51 that X does not satisfy 
(Nz,~), i.e. b4(X) > 0, if 1 2 q < r. Let q = p. Then Y C P’p is a set of p + 3 
points such that any p + 1 points of Y span a linear space of dimension p. Hence 
[ 7, Proposition 3.51 applies and we get bi( Y c Pp) = 0 for all i = 1,. . . ,p - 2 and 
b,_t(Y C: PJ’) > 0. Again Lemma 3.3(i) provides hi(X) = 0 for all i = 1,. . . ,p - 2 
and &t(X) > 0. 0 
4. Further Betti numbers of r + 3 points in generic position 
At first we will always assume that X c P’ is a set of r + 3 points spanning P’ 
in generic (p, q)-position with p > 1, that means, X is in generic position and Y \ Z 
spans a linear subspace of dimension p - q. We begin with the computation of the 
Cohen-Macaulay type a, + b,. of X. Note that our assumptions imply 6, = 2. 
Proposition 4.1. Zf X & P’ is in generic (p, q)-position and p > 1 then a,(X) = r - p 
and b,_,(X) =2r -p. 
For proving this result we want to use a method of Cavaliere, Rossi and Valla [ 11. We 
may assume X = {Pa, . . . , P,, QI , Qz} where the “extra” points Qt, Qz have coordinates 
(~0,. ..,yr) and (ZO ,... , z,), respectively. For 1 I s < r let U(S) denote the set of S- 
tuples (jt , . . . , j,) such that 0 5 jt < . . . < j, 5 r. Following [ 1 ] we define for s with 
1 I s < r a matrix M, with 2(r:‘) rows which we label by qk, q E U(s) and k = 1,2, 
and (s + l)($) colums which we label by jh where j = (jt, . . . , js+l) E U(s + 1) 
andOIh<j,+i,h # jiforalli=l,...,s+l.ThenwedefinetheentriesofM,by: 
(-l)“+lyj~vh if k= 1 and q= (j, ,..., 3 “,..., js+l), 
M,(qk,jh) = 
(-l)n-tlZj,Zh ifk=2andq=(jt ,..., j,, ,..., jS+t), 
0 ifq + (ji, . . . . 3n,...,j,+t) 
foranyn=l,...,s+l. 
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Here (jt,. . . ,j,, . . . , js+l) denotes the s-tuple (jt , . . . , j,_l ,jn+l,. . . ,j,+l>. By [ 1, 
Proposition 2.11 we have for X 2 P’ 
a, + rank( M,_r ) = r (7) 
and 
a,=b,_l -r. (8) 
Now we are ready to prove Proposition 4.1. 
Proof of Proposition 4.1. (a) Let p = r, that means Y = X. We use the above notations. 
First we claim that there is an i E (0,. . . , r} such that yi # 0 and zi # 0. Otherwise we 
could assume without restriction that yc = . . . = yj-t = 0 and zj = . . . = zr = 0 for some 
j with 1 5 j 5 r. But then we get Qt E Spm{Pj,. . . , Pr} and Q2 E span{Pa,. . . , Pj_1) 
contradicting Lemma 3.1 (v) . Hence we may assume yr = Z, = 1. 
Now we want to compute rank( M,_t ). For M,_, we have 0 < h < r and j = 
(0,. . . , A,. . . , r). We consider the submatrix M of M,_l consisting of all rows of 
M,_l where q = (0,. . . ,h,. . . ,i). Using yr = zr = 1 we get 
(-l)‘+‘M = 
Now for all i = 0,. . . , r it is impossible that yi = zi = 0 because then Qt, Q2 E 
span {PO,. . . ,A,. . . , Pr) contradicting the fact that no r + 2 points of X are contained 
in a hyperplane according to our assumption p = r. Hence we get 
rank( Mr.-1 ) 2 rank(M) = r. 
Thus (7) and ( 8) imply the Since M,_l has r columns we obtain rank(M,_r ) = r. 
assertion in this case. 
(b) Let 1 < p < r. Applying (a) to Y we get bp_, 
F’p) = 2, Lemma 3.3 provides 
b,_,(X) =2(r-p) +p=2r-p. 
From (8) we obtain a, = r - p. 0 
(Y & pr’) = p. Since bp( Y C 
Proposition 4.2. Let X C P’ be in generic (p, q) -position where p > 1. Then: 
(i) hi(X) 2 (;I:) + (:$zi) + (q- l)(&T1) foraZEi= l,...,r. 
(ii) In (i) we have equality if i satisjes 1 5 i < q or 1 5 i < p - q or i = r - 1 or 
i = r. 
(iii) If X has the property that for all subsets W c X ) WI 5 r + 1, holds: hw( 1) = 
IWl-lifsZCW, thenwehaveequalityin(i)foralZi=l,...,r. 
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Proof. (a) Let p = r, thus Y = X. By assumption X \ 2 is in linear general position. 
Hence we may assume X \ Z = {Pa, P,+t , . . . , P,}, Z = {Qt ,Q2,P,, . . . , Pq}. Put 
X’ = X \ {PO}. Then Z C X’ and from [ 9, Lemma 1.11 and [ 7, Theorem 3.31 we get 
for all i = 1, . . . >Y, hi(X) > bi(X’) = (;I,“), h s owing assertion (i) for 1 < i < r - 2. 
Since b,(X) = 2 and 6,-t (X) = r by Proposition 4.1, assertion (i) is shown in this 
case. 
If q = r all Betti numbers of X are determined in [7, Proposition 3.51 and (ii) 
and (iii) follow. If 1 I i < q < r = p Theorem 1.1 shows bi( X) = 0. Taking also 
Proposition 4.1 into account, for showing (ii) and (iii) it suffices to consider i with 
q 5 i < r - 2. Using again the exact sequence 
[TorjR(~/~(Pg),K)li~[Tor~(R/~(X),K)li+2~[TO~(R/~(X’),K)li+2 
-_[ToriR_,(R/Z(Po>,K)li = 0, 
we see that bi( X) = (:I%) iff qi = 0. We want to show pi = 0 if 1 5 i < r - q and 
under the additional assumption in (iii) pi = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , r - 2. Hence we have 
toshowinviewofLemma2.1:x~~~Fp,~Imcu~forallZ~{1,...,r}with~Z~=i.We 
fix such an Z = {jt, . . , ji} and consider two cases. 
Case 1: Let PO $ Span{Pjl, . . , Pj,, Ql , Qz}. Then there is a linear form 1 E R 
vanishing on Pi,, . . . , Pj,, Ql , Q2 but PO. Hence 
- 
CJ!i(XOAXj, A” . A x,j, 63 1) = XI EC 1x0, 
where Zxa vanishes on X but PO. Thus XI @ F’pO E Im cr. 
Case 2: Assume PO E span{Pj, , . . , Pj,, Ql , Q2). Then W = {PO, Pi,, . . . , Pjz, Ql, Q2) 
is a set of i + 3 points contained in a linear space of dimension i + 1 < r. If Z C 
W’ = W \ PO, W’ and W would be contained in a linear subspace of dimension i 
contradicting the minimality of p = r. Hence we have hw( 1) = IWI - 1 and Z g W. 
This contradicts the assumption in (iii), thus (iii) is proved. Moreover, Lemma 3.1 (iv) 
provides X \ Z 5 W. Since { Ql , Qz} c Z n W it follows r - q 5 i. Therefore this case 
cannot happen if i < r - q. 
Thus we have shown assertion (ii) and (iii) if p = r. 
(b) Let now 1 < p < r. Then we may apply (a) to Y as a subset of its linear span 
and Lemma 3.3(i) provides the assertions. 0 
Remark 4.3. (i) It is clear that for all (p, q) where 1 I: q < p < r and 1 < p there 
is a set X c IF of r + 3 points in generic (p, q)-position satisfying the assumption in 
Proposition 4.2( iii). 
(ii) If X C P’ is in generic (p, q)-position, p > 1 and q = 1 or p - 1 I q < p then 
we have 
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forall i=l,..., Y. Indeed, we may apply Proposition 4.2 to Y as a subset of its linear 
span. All bi(Y C IV’) are determined by this result and then we use Lemma 3.3(i) to 
determine all Betti numbers of X. 
(iii) By (ii) we have equality in Proposition 4.2(i) for all i = 1, . . . , r if r = 2 or 
r = 3. If r = 4 the only case in which we may have an inequality in 4.2(i) is p = Y = 4, 
q = i = 2. Then Proposition 4.2 gives only bz(X) 2 1. If 2 is unique we get from 
Proposition 3.4( ii) that b2 (X) = 1. The next result describes the resolution of X if this 
assumption is not satisfied. 
Lemma 4.4. Let X C iF’ be a set of seven points in generic (4,2) -position such that 
there are subsets Z, W c W of four points spanning a plane and Z # W Then 61 = 0, 
b2 = b4 = 2, b3 = 6. 
Proof. By Proposition 4.2 we have only to show bz = 2. We use the notations introduced 
in the beginning of this section. Lemma 3.1 (iv) provides Z U W = X. Hence we may 
assume Z = {Qi , P2, Ps, P4) which spans the plane defined by xa = xi = 0, and W = 
(Q2, PO, PI, P4) spanning the plane defined by x2 = x3 = 0. Since by assumption no three 
points of X lie on a line we get for the coordinates of Q1 and Q2: yo = yl = ~2 = z3 = 0 
and yzy3y4zoz124 Z 0. We may assume y4 = 24 = 1. Then it is not difficult to show that 
rank(M2) = 10. Thus [ 1, Propositions 2.1 and 1.61 provide a3 = 5, b2 = 2. 0 
If X is in non-generic (p, q)-position it is easier to compute its Betti numbers. 
Lemma 4.5. Let X C IF” be in non-generic (p, q)-position and p > 1. Then we have 
Proof. (a) Let p = r. Then the minimality of p implies that X\ Z spans a linear space 
of dimension r - q - 1. Considering the exact sequence 
0 - R/(I(Z) n Z(X\ z>> - R/Z(Z) CD R/Z(X\ Z) 
- R/(Z(Z) + Z(X\ Z)) - 0 
in degree 1 we get rank[R/(Z(Z) + Z(X \ Z))ll = 0, hence Z(Z) + Z(x \ z) = 
(x0,..., xr) R. Thus the long exact sequence provides 
[To<+, (K K) 1 i+2 + [TOriR(R/I(X)9K)li+2 
+ [TorR(R/I(Z),Wli+2@ [To$(R/Z(X\Z),K)]i+2 
- ]Tor?(K K) li+2. 
Since To$ (K; K) E K( -i) (‘:I) for all i = 0,. . . , r + 1 we obtain 
hi(X) = hi(Z) + bi(X\ Z). 
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The minimality of q and Lemma 3.1 (iv), respectively imply that Z and X\Z are in linear 
general position in their span. Hence we know bi( Z C p) and bi( (X \ Z) C Pr-q-‘) 
from [ 7, Theorem 3.31. Using Lemma l(ii) of [5] as in the proof of Lemma 3.3 we 
get the assertion. 
(b) Let 1 < p < r. Applying (a) to Y and using Lemma 3.3(i) the result follows. 0 
Remark 4.6. If X is in non-generic (p, q)-position Y \ Z is a set of p - q + 1 points 
spanning a linear space of dimension p - q - 1. Hence the minimality of q implies 
p - q - 1 > q, thus q I (p - 1) /2. Conversely, if 1 5 q 5 (p - 1)2 it is clear that for 
all r > p there are subsets X & P’ of r + 3 points in non-generic (p, q)-position. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Assertion (i) follows from Lemma 3.1 (i), Lemma 3.3(ii) and 
Theorem 1.1 (i). The asserted equivalence in (ii) is a consequence of (i) and Theo- 
rem 1.1. Assertion (ii) (a) is implied by Proposition 4.2 and Remark 4.3 (i) . Lemma 4.5 
and Remark 4.6 give (ii) (b) and (ii) (c) follows, for example, from [ 1, Proposi- 
tion 1.61. 0 
Remark 4.7. Let us assume we know the graded Betti numbers of a set X of r + 3 
points spanning a projective r-space. With the help of our results we want to discuss 
that we can conclude on the configuration of the points and how many different minimal 
free resolutions with respect to the Betti numbers are possible for given r. 
For this purpose we introduce the following notion. We say that X is in minimal 
generic (p, q)-position if we have equality in Theorem 1.2( ii) (a) for all i = 1,. . . , r. 
Note that by Remark 4.3(ii) for q = 1,p - 1 or p, generic (p, q)-position implies 
minimal generic (p, q)-position. Now we proceed in several steps. 
( 1) Knowing the Betti numbers it is easy to decide whether p = 1 or p > 1. If p = 1 
the whole resolution is uniquely determined. 
(2) Let r 2 p > 1. From Theorem 1.2 we obtain 
1 
r-p 
a, = 
if X is in generic (p, q)-position, 
r-p+1 if X is in non-generic (p, q)-position. 
Moreover, let c = min{i E N 1 bi # 0) = min{q,p - 1) where the last equality is due 
to Theorem 1.1. 
(3) Observe that by Theorem 1.2 and Remark 4.3 (ii) points in generic (p, p)- and 
generic (p, p - 1)-position have the same graded Betti numbers. Moreover, the Betti 
numbers cannot distinguish between generic (p, 1) - and non-generic (p + 1,l )-position. 
(4) If c = 1, (2) and (3) imply that X is in generic (r - a,, 1 )-position or in 
non-generic (r - a, + 1,l )-position if a, < r - 2. If a,. = r - 2 then X can also be in 
generic (2,2) -position. 
(5) Let c > 1. Then we get q > 2 and if X is in non-generic (p, q)-position we have 
p - 3 2 p - q - 1 > q by Remark 4.6, thus c = q 5 p - 3 by Theorem 1 .l . Hence (2) 
provides c 5 r - a, - 1. If 1 < c = r - a, - 1 we can conclude that X is in generic 
(r - a,, r - a,)-position or in generic (r - a,, r - a, - I)-position. 
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(6) Let 1 < c - a, - 1. Then we obtain from Theorem 1 .l that q = c. Moreover, if 
q = c > (r - a,) /2 we get from Remark 4.6 and (2) that X is in generic (r - a,, c)- 
position. 
(7) Let 1 < c I (r - a,)/2. Assuming c = r - a, - 1 we get r - a,. < 2 thus 
the contradiction 1 < c 5 1. Hence by (5) follows c < r - a, - 1 and q = c from 
Theorem 1.1. In view of (2) it is possible that X is in generic (r - a,, q)- or in 
non-generic ( r - a, + 1, q) -position. From Theorem 1.2 we obtain 
&--0,--q = 
+ 1 if X is in non-generic ( r - a, + 1, q) -position, 
if X is in minimal generic (r - a,, q) -position. 
Hence it is possible to realize whether the points are in minimal generic (r - a,, q)- 
position. 
(8) From the above discussion we obtain: If r > 2 there are c6=2 (p - 1) = (;) 
different resolution of points in minimal generic (p, q) -position where 1 < q < p. 
Moreover, if 1 < q < (p - 1) /2 and the points are in non-generic (p, q)-position we can 
distinguish their resolution from all the above counted resolutions of points in minimal 
generic (p’, q’) -position for some 1 5 q’ < p’. This provides Ci=, ( L( p - 1) /2J - 1) = 
[(r - 2) /2J . L( r - 3) /2J additional resolutions where we have defined 
1421 = 
max{t E Z 1 t I u/2} if a 2 2, 
o 
otherwise. 
Considering also the resolution for p = 1 we obtain that for r > 1 at least (;) + L(r - 
2) /2] . L( r - 3) /2] + 1 different minimal free resolutions with respect to the graded Betti 
numbers are possible. Note that for 1 5 r < 3 this is the precise number of different 
resolutions by Theorem 1.2 or [ 11. For r = 4 there is exactly one more resolution than 
predicted by the above number (cf. Example 4.8). Recall that for r + 2 points spanning 
a projective r-space exactly r different resolutions are possible. 
Example 4.8. For a set of seven points spanning a projective 4-space we are able to 
describe all possible minimal free resolutions with respect to the graded Betti numbers 
according to Theorem 1.2, Proposition 3.4( ii) and Lemma 4.4. It turns out their number 
is 8. The table below includes all possible resolutions if the points are in generic position, 
i.e. p > 1. Note that in this case b4 = 2 and by Theorem 1.2( ii) (c) all graded Betti 
numbers are determined by bl , b2, b3. The “extra” resolution mentioned in Remark 4.7 
corresponds to points in generic (4,2)-position where Z is not uniquely determined. 
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position bl b2 b3 
generic (4,2) 
generic (4,3) 
0 
generic (4,2), Z unique 0 
generic (4,2), Z not unique 0 
generic ( 3,3 ) 
generic (3,2) 
0 
generic (4, 1) 1 
generic (3, 1) 
non-generic (4,1) 
1 
generic (2,2) 
generic (2,l) 2 
non-generic (3,1) 
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